
A top electric and natural gas company needed an efficient 
way to transfer data between team members, centralize 
records, and expedite reporting within their cross-bore 
department. With OnePlace™, they improved field-to-
office communication and cut reporting time from days 
to minutes – ensuring everyone now has the information 
they need to jumpstart critical work in the field.

Streamlining data transfer & reporting  
in the field with Mobile GIS

Like other natural gas companies, this Fortune 500 utility must locate and resolve deadly cross bores as quickly as 
possible and dispatch crews to inspect where gas lines may have been accidentally drilled through sewer lines.

Before OnePlace, their field-to-office communication depended on paper maps, flash drives, and hundreds of emails. 
Plus, documentation was stored across several locations, making it challenging to track down information.

The office lost hours to duplicate data entry and communication between siloed stakeholders. Collecting historical 
inspection records was a headache, initiating cross-bore mitigation could take a day or more, and processing a single 
day’s QC required at least 24 to 48 hours – inherently creating a backlog.

To improve reporting, they needed a new way to transfer and store vital information from the field.

The volume of historical and real-
time data within any inspection 
project can be overwhelming. 
OnePlace organized this 
information for the utility to ensure 
easy access and tracking.

With everything clearly stored 
in a single location, OnePlace 
creates custom reports for the 
utility in minutes – so issues get 
escalated quickly and leadership 
has the visibility they need to make 
informed decisions.

By getting accurate information 
where it’s needed most, OnePlace 
helps the utility identify more 
cross bores and get mitigation 
efforts up and running efficiently 
– reducing risk and keeping 
customers safe.
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Using OnePlace, this major utility cut its reporting time from days to minutes by easily exporting data from a single, 
accurate system of record.

In the field, their crews document issues, notify the office of potential cross bores, and comment on inspections in real 
time – without the confusion of endless email chains.

While assigning follow-up crews, the office tracks the number and status of cross bores on OnePlace’s dynamic map 
and rapidly informs senior leadership by producing a custom report with ease.

With improved data transfer and faster reporting, teams are identifying more cross bores than before and can focus 
resources on keeping their communities safe.

Real-Time Data Transfer
Locate and access crucial 

information in an instant by 
organizing data geospatially 

in a cloud-based platform - in 
hand wherever work takes you.

Mobile Data Capture
With iOS and Android apps, 

perform inspections, document 
infrastructure, and collaborate 
with your team on any device - 

even when offline.

Reliable As-Builts
Accurately document 

infrastructure in the field with  
a phone’s GPS or Trimble R2  
data collector for an as-built 

record you can trust.

Map-Based Insights
Toggle between blueprints, 
drawings, or plans to view 

progress on any project 
phase in real time – creating a 

historical record of work.
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